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The amount of literature written on the subject of electrocardiographic changes seen in electrolyte disturbances is very large indeed. In general there are certain basic changes associated with each of the types of disturbances and most authors are in agreement with these. This paper is a review of such literature and each of the electrolyte disturbances, limited primarily to potassium, calcium, and magnesium, will be discussed. In addition, basic physiological aspects concerning electrolytes and their relationship with the myocardium will be presented in an attempt to explain the mechanisms behind the changes seen on the electrocardiogram.

Two major factors in the past several years have been responsible for the continuation of research and the recent progress in the field of electrophysiology. One of these although not so new itself, is the use of radioactive isotopes. The more recent factor is the technique of using micro-electrodes which are inserted into the single muscle fiber for more detailed study of intracellular physiology.

The action potential when recorded from a single cardiac fiber using the micro-electrode technique is monophasic and its shape is represented by a very rapid upstroke, occupying a fraction of one millisecond.
followed by a slow return of the membrane potential to the resting level. The resting potential corresponds to the diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle and is characterized by a fairly constant voltage which exists between the inside and outside of the cell with the inside negative to the outside. This resting potential as measured by some authors is approximately 60mV.\(^1\) Another worker recorded a resting potential somewhat higher, 84.5mV.\(^2\) When the systolic phase of the cardiac cycle begins there is a sudden reversal of polarity of the membrane potential which corresponds with the rapid upstroke of the action potential mentioned previously. In a small percentage of observations the membrane potential becomes greater than its resting value and then returns to normal. This has been referred to as hyperpolarization. When a surface electrocardiogram is recorded simultaneously with the monophasic action potential, it shows that the QRS complex coincides with the sudden depolarization of the fiber and the T-wave coincides with the end of the repolarization process.\(^3\) deMello and Hoffman,\(^4\) using the technique of intracellular micro-electrodes, studied the effects of potassium on the electrical activity of single fibers from various areas of the heart. It was found that the fibers of the AV node, AV ring, SA node and pacemaker fibers in the crista terminalis were less
sensitive to the depolarizing action of potassium than atrial or ventricular muscle.

The part that electrolytes play in myocardial action must first be understood before one can explain the reason for some of the disturbances of myocardial action brought about by their imbalances. The distribution of ions reveals that potassium ions are present in the cardiac myoplasm by a factor of about 30, while sodium ions are present at a 10 times lower concentration than in the interspace. Electrical evidence suggests that the surface membrane of resting cardiac fibers is permeable predominantly to potassium ions.5 The high concentration of potassium and the low concentration of sodium within the cell and a reversal of this ration in the extracellular space results in a resting potential within the cell of about 90mV. When the threshold level of potassium concentration is passed initiating depolarization, the sodium enters into and potassium diffuses out of the cell causing the potential to quickly fall to zero and overshoot to a positive potential. This is followed by a short rapid phase of return, a plateau, and a slower repolarization to the resting potential as potassium is regained and sodium lost from the cell. Studies on the physico-chemical changes that enter into the contractile cycle of heart muscle fibers have shown that potassium
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enters into the oxidative-phosphorylation cycle with production of the major energy source, adenosine triphosphate.\textsuperscript{6} Brady and Woodbury\textsuperscript{7} have suggested the depolarization is probably due to a sudden large increase in membrane sodium conductance. This conductance falls off rapidly, but is still greater than the resting membrane conductance for about 100 milliseconds and since the potential is near zero, sodium conductance must be greater than potassium conductance and their sum during this period must be less than it is during rest. In other words potassium conductance has fallen. An important supporting fact for the concept of the membrane potential of muscle and nerve being a diffusion potential was the demonstration of a rectilinear relationship between the logarithm of the external potassium concentration and the measured membrane potentials.\textsuperscript{8} Wilde\textsuperscript{9} has shown by the use of $\text{K}^{42}$ that the release of potassium from the cardiac fiber is pulsatile in nature. He was less firm in stating that the release begins during the plateau phase of the action potential and continues with rapidity during the quick phase of the repolarization wave as recorded with intracellular
electrodes. Schreiber\textsuperscript{10} has shown using the radioactive isotopes K\textsuperscript{42} and Na\textsuperscript{24}, that intracellular potassium in the working ventricle exists in two phases or components which exchange at different rates. The slowly exchanging phase is sensitive to the amount of work performed, external concentration of potassium and failure of the contractile mechanism. This author also indicates that the digitalis glycoside, ouabain, causes an inhibition of entrance of potassium into the slowly exchanging phase while the fast component exchanges freely. The fact that digitalis in general causes a rapid release of myocardial potassium with slower repayment of the potassium debt and also that glucose and insulin enhance the digitalis effect suggests that the degree of digitalis effect is related to both the extracellular potassium concentration and the state of the intracellular potassium (bound or ionic)\textsuperscript{11} which in turn may explain the differences in rates of exchange of potassium in the myocardium since some intracellular potassium in bound and some is in the ionic form.

The effects of calcium have also been studied by means of intracellular microelectrodes. Changes in concentration of this ion alter the time course of the action potential recorded from the auricle and ventricle but have little effect on the action potential recorded
from conducting tissue. Changes in the magnesium concentration have little effect on the transmembrane potentials of cardiac muscle unless the calcium is low, which with a simultaneous decrease in magnesium causes a marked prolongation of the action potential duration recorded from both auricle and ventricle.\textsuperscript{12}

The final part of this paper will be devoted to the changes seen on the electrocardiogram as brought about by alteration in electrolytes. Several articles which also discussed this topic were reviewed for obtaining information as well as for ideas on organizing and writing this paper.\textsuperscript{13-17}

Hyperpotassemia: The changes seen on the electrocardiogram as a result of hyperpotassemia are essentially the same whether the high potassium level is caused by an organic condition such as renal insufficiency, iatrogenically induced or whether it is experimentally induced either in humans or animals. The first change noted almost consistently is an increased amplitude of the T-wave appearing tall and peaked. This usually appears when the serum potassium level is in the range of 5-7 m\(\text{Eq}/\text{L}\). One article\textsuperscript{18} studied reported, that in certain individuals, a "tent-shaped" T-wave of normal amplitude, rather than the tall, peaked T-wave, was the sole change in the
electrocardiogram in potassium intoxication. However, it was pointed out that this finding is not always associated with electrolyte changes but when it is, the potassium is high and the serum sodium is low. It may also, in certain instances result from the diminutive projection of the abnormal T-wave vector upon certain planes of the body. Following the appearance of the tall, peaked T-wave the R-wave decreases along with an increase in the amplitude of the S-wave component. Next in sequence are the disappearance of the P-wave which usually occurs at potassium levels of 9 to 11 mEq/L.\(^9\) progressive depression of the ST segment appearing at potassium levels of 8 to 10 mEq/L. and widening of the QRS complexes giving the appearance of a smooth biphasic curve of the QRS-T. With increasing levels of potassium the electrocardiographic pattern is not so clear cut. Probably the simplest thing that can happen is the appearance of interventricular block causing the heart rate to fall progressively until there is cardiac arrest in diastole which has been reported to take place with potassium levels in the range of 14 to 16 mEq/L.\(^{20-23}\) Other possibilities which tend to confuse the picture at very high levels of potassium are sinus
arrhythmias, auricular fibrillation, ectopic ventricular complexes, bundle branch blocks and idioventricular (nodal) rhythm. All of which can appear with increasing potassium concentration. 24

The electrocardiographic changes resulting from potassium intoxication described above are those which are recorded from a "normal" heart. What about the patient with pre-existing heart disease. In the case of myocardial infarction whether acute or chronic, complicated by hyperpotassemia the usual finding is an augmentation of the characteristic ST-T changes. In general there is a decreased-tolerance to higher potassium levels. 25-27 Wasserburger and Corliss28 advocate the use of oral potassium salts to differentiate the functionally inverted T-wave from the inverted T-waves due to myocardial infarction. All functionally inverted T-waves were reverted to normal 90 min. after ingestion of salts. Organically inverted T waves were generally unaltered following ingestion of potassium salts. Hyperpotassemia, complicating left ventricular ischemia, causes the mean T vector to increase in magnitude with little or no change in direction. The characteristic pattern for left ventricular ischemia is a normal QRS loop, an abnormally directed mean spatial T vector which
points away from the left ventricle resulting in an abnormally wide QRS-T angle of 90-100 degrees, and the absence of a measurable ST vector. Hyperpotassemia accompanying left ventricular strain results in an increase in the magnitude of the mean spatial T vector with little or no change in the magnitude or direction of the ST vector. The pattern for left ventricular strain is a QRS-T angle of nearly 180 degrees and a definite ST vector which is relatively parallel with the T vector.\textsuperscript{29} To complicate the picture even more, there are several conditions which have been reported in the literature as simulating those changes seen on the electrocardiogram caused by hyperpotassemia. One of these is the "dying heart" which records disorganized complexes as conduction becomes depressed over large areas of the myocardium. Slow nodal rhythm though rare and usually due to anoxia, myocarditis or severe arteriosclerotic heart disease, is another. Organic bundle branch block many simulate the biphasic waves of severe, potassium intoxication.\textsuperscript{30} There are a few cases reported in the literature of hyperpotassemia giving an electrocardiographic picture similar to that seen in myocardial infarction. The close resemblance was reported as being in the RS-T junction,
T-wave and Q-wave. It is felt that the correct
diagnosis can usually be made by other electrocardiogra-
phic features of hyperpotassemia such as low or absence
of P-wave, first degree heart block, widening of the QRS
interval and tall, peaked T waves.31-32

Hypopotassemia: The electrocardiographic
pattern of hypopotassium is much less clear cut than
that presented for hyperpotassemia. There are certain
criteria set forth, but still these do not always
appear in situations of low serum potassium, particularly
those in which the potassium deficit is moderate in
degree,33 and when they do appear they frequently
take on such different degrees of change that
interpretation is not easy. Probably the most
prominent electrocardiographic characteristic of
hypopotassium is the change in the T-wave which may
appear in one of several different forms. The T-wave
may be rounded with decreased amplitude, it may even
be inverted, it may be of normal amplitude but increased
in duration which is questioned by some workers as
will be pointed out later, or it may appear normal except
for an additional wave either superimposed on it or
following it in various degrees.34 This additional
wave is referred to as a U-wave. Other criteria include
increase in the amplitude and width of the P-wave,
increase in the PR-interval, increase in the duration of the QRS complex and depression of the ST-segment.\textsuperscript{35-41} Other electrocardiographic changes produced by experimentally induced hypopotassemia are various degrees of atrio-ventricular and interventricular block, auricular standstill or fibrillation, ventricular tachycardia and ventricular fibrillation and standstill.\textsuperscript{42-43} Two articles\textsuperscript{44-45} reviewed used a different method in analyzing the electrocardiographic changes of hypopotassemia. The criteria used were: (1) amplitude of the U-wave greater than one millimeter, (2) a ratio greater than one of U-wave to T-wave amplitude in the lead with the tallest U-wave and (3) ST-segment depression greater than 0.5 millimeters. The presence of a U-wave in the electrocardiographic tracing is considered as one of the most important criteria for hypopotassemia. Considerable work has been done to explain the mechanism behind this wave.\textsuperscript{46-48} Probably the best explanation of the U-wave is that it corresponds to potential differences produced during the descending limb of a negative afterpotential caused by potassium ions which have left the cell during repolarization, leaving the cell membrane slightly depolarized, and are only slowly reabsorbed during diastole. The descending branch of the action potential of the heart, which corresponds
to the T-wave of the electrocardiogram is very probably caused by exit of potassium from the cell. If the external potassium is high, less potassium can be reabsorbed during diastole. The negative after potential can therefore be expected to become smaller. Decrease of the extracellular potassium can be expected to have the opposite effect. Therefore the U-wave is very prominent with low serum potassium.

A somewhat different approach to the problem of electrocardiographic findings of lowered plasma potassium was done in a study in which hypopotassemia was produced in dogs by hemodialysis or by intravenous administration of glucose and insulin. Both methods resulted in a similar decrease in plasma potassium concentration and similar electrocardiographic changes even though potassium was withdrawn from the cell during dialysis while it entered the cells during glucose-insulin infusion.

Another study related the electrocardiographic changes of potassium depletion to the concentration of potassium in the red blood cells. In this study certain electrocardiographic characteristics of hypopotassemia, particularly depression of the ST-T segment and lowering of inversion of the T-wave followed by a prominent U-wave, were found only in those
with diminished concentration of potassium in the red cell regardless of the concentration in the serum. This study indicates that the electrocardiographic pattern of hypopotassemia is frequently associated with a low concentration of potassium in red cells. The relationship of potassium in red blood cells to that of the myocardium is not known.

The effect of increased cardiac activity in a subject with hypopotassemia apparently causes no unusual electrocardiographic patterns. Currens and Crawford studied the electrocardiographic tracings from patients with a variety of diseases in which alterations of electrolyte balance including potassium metabolism were apparent. In this study there was a lack of correlation between the electrocardiographic abnormalities and serum potassium levels.

The electrocardiographic pattern of hypopotassemia may be mistaken for other conditions which show QRS-T changes. For instance the RS-T depression and T-wave inversion may resemble that associated with an acute subendocardial infarction.

Certain myocardial changes have been described as occurring in potassium deficiency in experimental animals. Widespread myocardial fibrosis with a patent coronary artery system free of disease has been
described. Another change reported is one in which focal areas of necrosis are present. The two changes have been reported together effecting the same heart. To complete the discussion of alterations of serum potassium and the electrocardiographic manifestations it may be well to correlate some of the electrophysiological aspects presented earlier in this paper with the actual changes seen on the electrocardiogram. As a review, the slowly descending plateau (phase 2) of the transmembrane action potential is due to the exit of potassium and the rapidly descending portion (phase 3) is due to the acceleration of this exit through increase of potassium permeability. The negative after potential (phase 4) has been ascribed to potassium which has left the cell during phases 2 and 3 and only slowly reabsorbed from the surface of the cell membrane. The ST-segment corresponds to phase 2, the T-wave to phase 3 and the U-wave to phase 4. In hypopotassemia the potassium gradient across the cell membrane increases. Phase 2 becomes steeper and prolonged while phase 3 shows a decrease in slope resulting in a more obtuse angle between phases 2 and 3. This explains the depressions of the ST segment with the diphasic T-wave. As more potassium leaves the cell and is reabsorbed more will remain outside causing
a greater negative after-potential which could explain the elevation of the U-wave. In hyperpotassemia the gradient is diminished, phase 2 is less steep and phase 3 more steep resulting in a less obtuse angle and the after potential is diminished, all of which can explain the peaked, elevated T-waves and Absence of the U-waves. 55-57

Hypercalcemia: In contrast to the number of changes seen on the electrocardiogram due to disturbances of potassium levels, there are only a few simple changes associated with calcium alterations. The principal effect of hypercalcemia on the electrocardiogram is the shortening of the ST-segment. However, for practical purposes, a more accurate measurement can be obtained by measuring the Q-oTC segment, which gives an accurate electrocardiographic guide to levels of serum calcium up to 20 mg%. Measurement of the Q-Tc is inversly proportional to the serum calcium level only up to levels of 16 mg%. The reason for this difference is the result of another change upon the electrocardiogram when calcium levels increase above 16 mg%, namely that of a prolongation of the T-wave resulting in a QT-wave which is disproportionately long. By using the Q-oTC segment this factor can be avoided up to levels of 20 mg%. Other less commonly associated changes include in increase in
duration of the PR-interval and a bradycardia which only occurs with an acute elevation of the serum calcium produced as by calcium infusions. In the digitalized patient high calcium levels augment the effects of the digitalis and arrhythmias may also be present.58-59

Hypocalcemia: As in hypercalcemia, the electrocardiographic changes due to hypocalcemia are few and simple. In fact the changes are just the opposite with the exception of the effect on the PR-interval of which there is no effect. Prolongation of the Q-Tc interval is observed in almost all cases, usually noted first when the serum calcium decreases to levels of 6 to 7 mg%. Several changes in contour of the T-wave have been observed consisting of a slight elevation with peaking and displacement of the apex to the end of the QT-interval, to T-waves which are flattened, to tall, peaked T-waves. Acute depression of the serum calcium level as by infusion of chelating agents causes a tachycardia.60-61 It has been suggested that in hypocalcemia due to hypoparathyroidism there may be two distinct effects produced on the myocardium. One, related to the ionic calcium and the permeability of the cell membrane, is responsible for the increased duration
of the repolarization phase of the ventricular complex and the other related to organic calcium and the contractile substance of the myocardium which could perhaps effect the configuration of the T-wave. 62-63

To conclude the discussion of electrocardiographic changes due to serum calcium alteration it would be well to consider some conditions which produce similar changes on the electrocardiogram. Two other conditions have been reported which cause marked shortening of the QT-interval, digitalis effect and acute pericarditis. The shortened Q-Tc interval associated with digitalis effect is usually if not always accompanied by a sagging or depression of the ST-segment and a diphasic T-wave. Less common are the appearances of premature ventricular contractions and prolongation of atrioventricular conduction. In acute pericarditis, shortening of the QT-interval is commonly associated with other changes. These include elevation of the ST-segment in the precordial leads and the limb leads except in aVR where the ST-segment is depressed. Later in the course of pericarditis the ST-segment becomes isoelectric and the T-wave may be inverted. Prolongation of the QT-interval, essentially the sole effect of hypocalcemia on the electrocardiogram is also a predominant feature of hypopotassemia. Prolongation of the QT-interval with
hypocalcemia is largely due to lengthening of the ST-segment whereas in hypopotassemia it is caused principally by sidening of the T-wave. There is also usually a lowering or inversion of the T-wave, depression of the ST-segment and appearance of U-waves in hypopotassemia.64-65

The last electrolyte to be considered in this paper is magnesium, the least understood of the electrolytes. Magnesium, one of the most abundant cations in the body is, like potassium, located almost entirely within the cell. Bone contains one half of the body magnesium. Also, as with potassium, the plasma level of magnesium is by no means a guide to the amount of the ion in the cell, nor can a satisfactory response to the administration of magnesium necessarily be taken as evidence of depletion.66

Hypermagnesemia: The problem of magnesium intoxication is probably most commonly associated with both acute and chronic renal failure. In general this increased magnesium parallels that of potassium and furthermore, the electrocardiographic changes associated with hypermagnesemia are similar to those of hyperpotassemia which makes for a difficult if not impossible situation when interpreting such electrocardiograms.67

The presence of hypermagnesemia as the sole
electrolyte disturbance in a clinical case is a rare situation. Only one case was reported in the literature reviewed. Most of the work done on electrocardiographic changes associated with increased levels of magnesium has been done on an experimental basis using both animals and humans. The usual sequence of electrocardiographic changes include an early tachycardia which appears as the serum magnesium level increases from 2 to 5 mEq/L. This initial tachycardia then gradually gives way to a bradycardia associated with depressed intracardiac conduction which presents as a progressive increase in the PR-interval and widening of the QRS complex beginning at a concentration of 5 to 10 mEq/L and continuing till death. In occasional cases sino-atrial and atrio-ventricular block of various grades occur at levels greater than 15 mEq/L.

Hypomagnesemia: Very little has been reported concerning the electrocardiographic changes associated with low serum levels of magnesium. In fact no actual clinical case was reported in the literature reviewed. Experimentally it has been shown that low magnesium levels cause a progressive prolongation of the monophasic action potential and the QT-interval of the electrocardiogram only when there is a simultaneous
decrease of calcium which raises the question of rather or not low magnesium levels have any effect on the electrocardiogram since these very changes are associated with hypocalcemia alone.\textsuperscript{72}

The action of magnesium on the heart is not known definitely. Studies reveal only that magnesium has a direct depressive action on the conductive system. There is apparently no effect on the myocardium itself.\textsuperscript{73-74}
SUMMARY

1. Two major factors in the past several years have been responsible for the recent progress in research in the field of electrophysiology, radioactive isotopes and microelectrodes.

2. The monophasic action potential of the myocardial fiber is correlated with the electrical complex as recorded by the electrocardiogram and with the electrolyte changes occurring during this period of activity.

3. The electrocardiographic changes associated with hyperpotassemia include: a tall, peaked T-wave, decrease in amplitude of the R-wave, increase in the S-wave component and disappearance of the P-wave. With very high levels of potassium the ST-segment becomes progressively depressed and the QRS complex becomes widened until eventually a smooth biphasic curve of the QRS-T results.

4. Hypopotassemia results in an electrocardiographic pattern characterized by a low, rounded T-wave usually accompanied by a U-wave. Other less common changes include an increased amplitude and width of the P-wave, increase in the PR-interval, increase in the duration of the QRS complex and depression of the ST-segment.

5. The principal effect of hypercalcemia on the electrocardiogram is shortening of the ST-segment.
An increase in the duration of the PR-interval is less commonly observed.

6. Hypocalcemia causes a prolongation of the QT-interval and several nonspecific T-wave changes.

7. Electrocardiographic changes associated with alterations in serum magnesium levels are very nonspecific. In fact there is very little clinical evidence that any changes whatsoever are observed. Hypermagnesemia depresses intracardiac conduction resulting in an increase in the PR-interval and widening of the QRS complex. No definite changes have been associated with hypomagnesemia alone.

8. The electrophysiological basis for the electrocardiographic changes seen with alterations in serum electrolytes is discussed.


47. ———: Genesis of the U-Wave, Circulation. 15:77, 1957.


